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Religious Education (R.E.) 

In R.E., we will be learning about Places of Worship. Our key ques-
tions are: 

 What is a place of worship? What are different places of wor-
ship called? What are they like in different religions?  

How can you help your child at home? 

-Research and discuss different places of worship. Discuss how they 
are similar and different.  

Physical Education (P.E.) 

Computing 

 In Computing, we will  be using Scratch Junior software to create an 
animal safari story. 

 We will using and understanding algorithms. 

 We will be using logical reasoning to make predictions and create 
precise instructions. 

How can you help your child at home? 

-Remind your child about online safety. Use our ‘Think s.m.a.r.t. use 
your heart’ poster to help them remember the safety rules. You can 
find this poster on our school website. 

-Practise using a search engine such as kiddle to research about differ-
ent types of animals or creatures and their habitats. 

-Download Scratch Junior on a device at home and practise using it. 
 Your child should wear their P.E. kit to school on P.E. days, every 

Thursday and Friday for Cove Class. 

 Home learning books will be collected every Wednesday and re-
turned every Friday. Check your child’s reading record book to see 
when their reading books will be changed. Spelling test is every 
Wednesday. 

 Please complete the home learning with your child every week 
and write a comment about their reading or progress to the 
teacher. 

Please remember... 

Art and Design and Technology (D.T) 

Music 

 In Art, we will  be looking at famous artists, such as Henri Rous-
seau, who drew animals in their habitats.  We will create our own 
versions in response to the artwork. We will use a variety of re-
sources to create different tones and show patterns and texture in 
our drawings. 

 On D.T. day, we will be learning how to design and make a bird 
feeder. 

How can you help your child at home? 

-Research famous artists from who drew animals. Discuss the similari-
ties and differences and encourage your child to use different materi-
als to make their own artwork. 

-Look at art in museums and around us for inspiration. You can visit 
museums such as the British Museum, the National Gallery , Tate 
Modern and Tate Britain. 

 We will be learning to play striking games such as cricket and round-
ers.  We will develop simple tactics for attacking and defending. We 
will learn to communicate with our team mates. 

How can you help your child at home? 

-Take your child to the park to exercise everyday. 

-Play striking games together such as cricket, rounders and tennis. 

 We will continue to sing songs building rhythm skills and melody. 

 We will  continue to learn how to read music.  

 We will continue to learn how to play a recorder. 

How can you help your child at home? 

-Practise playing percussion instruments such as shakers or bells to 
play a simple beat.  

-Practise singing and dancing together. 



 We will read and discuss fiction books related to animals, as well as non-
fiction books and fact files. 

 We will continue to write for a range of purposes and check that our writing 
makes sense through purple polishing our learning.  

 We will be writing a newspaper article, a non-chronological report and cre-
ating riddles.  

 We will continue to practise using wow words (and expanded noun phrases 
such as the big blue butterfly (adjectives, verbs and adverbs) in our writing.  

 We will continue to learn to use both familiar and new punctuation correct-
ly, including full stops, capital letters, exclamation marks, question marks, 
commas for lists and apostrophes for contracted forms and the possessive 
(singular). 

 We will continue to learn how to write sentences with different forms: 
statement, question, exclamation, command. 

 We will continue to learn how to use present and past tenses correctly and 
consistently.  

 We will continue to practise using conjunctions such as when, if because, or 
and but.  

 We will continue to learn how to proofread our writing using our purple 
polishing pen. 

  

How can you help your child at home? 

-Read to and listen to your child read everyday. Talk to your child about what 
they have read and ask them questions.  

-Encourage your child to practise writing for different purposes and practise 
what we learnt. You can keep a writing journal to allow your child to write freely 
and for various purposes.   

-Remind your child to proofread their writing for wow words, capital letters, 
punctuation, spelling and that it makes sense. You can teach your child to use a 
dictionary to help them become better proof readers and spellers. 

 We will practise using appropriate standard units to estimate and meas-
ure mass (kg/g); temperature (°C); capacity (litres/ml) to the nearest ap-
propriate unit, using rulers, scales, thermometers and measuring vessels 

 We will interpret and construct pictograms, tally charts, block diagrams 
and simple tables. 

 We will compare and order lengths, mass, volume/capacity and record 
the results using >, < and =. 

 We will recognise and use symbols for pounds (£) and pence (p); combine 
amounts to make a particular value and find different combinations of 
coins that equal the same amounts of money. 

 We will solve simple problems in a practical context involving addition 
and subtraction of money of the same unit, including giving change. 

 We will compare and sequence intervals of time, as well as learn the 
number of minutes in an hour and the number of hours in a day. 

 We will learn to tell and write the time to five minutes, including quarter 
past/to the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times. 

 We will identify and describe the properties of 2-D shapes, including the 
number of sides and line symmetry in a vertical line. 

 We will identify and describe the properties of 3-D shapes, including the 
number of edges, vertices and faces and identify 2-D shapes on the sur-
face of 3-D shapes, [for example, a circle on a cylinder and a triangle on a 
pyramid]. 

 We will compare and sort common 2-D and 3-D shapes and everyday 
objects. 

How can you help your child at home? 
Help your child to practise  using combinations of money to make different 
amounts.  Have real coins (or toy versions of the real thing) to work with can 
really help. It’s also a really good idea for children to see how important an 
understanding of money is in real life, so when you are doing the shopping, 
talk to your child about the cost of different items, maybe compare prices or 
ask them to keep a running total of the cost of your shopping.  
 -Practise reading the time- Make sure your child practises reading analogue 
clocks in everyday life, as this is part of the maths curriculum.  

English Mathematics Our Topic Learning 

Personal, Social, Health and Economic (PSHE) 
Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural (SMSC) 

Geography 

Science 

 In Geography, we will continue to practise naming and locating 
the seven continents of the world and oceans. We will continue 
to learn how to read  and label maps.  We will be identifying 
which animals come from which continent and how they are best 
suited to that habitat. 

 We will learn what a safari park in Kenya is like and compare it to 
a park in the U.K. 

How can you help your child at home? 

-Research the seven continents of the Earth. Find out about the 
different climates and the animals and creatures which live there. 
Discuss how the animals are suited for that environment. 

Our topic this term is ‘Impressive Creatures’. Here are some of 
the experiences we will enjoy: 

 We will learn about the different animals and creatures 
which live on the seven continents and why it is best for 
them to live there. 

 We will be observing snails and discussing how a snail is  
suited to its environment. 

 We will write stories, a non-chronological report and riddles 
about animals and their habitats.  

How can you help your child at home? 

-Encourage your child to write creatively at home.  Perhaps 
they can start a diary or think of a story about an animal which 
does not live in the U.K. 

-Visit places like the zoo or aquarium to learn about animals 
and habitats. 

 We will learn about other religious festivals and traditions 
such as St George’s Day and Buddha Day. We will also learn 
about Earth Month and World Day for Cultural Diversity. 

 Our SMSC topic is ‘Relationships’. We will be learning  about 
families, friends and important relationships in our lives. We 
will learn about the importance of trust in a relationship. 

 We will learn about what makes a good friend. We will learn 
about falling out and how to use the Peace Pathway to solve 
conflicts. 

 We will learn about giving compliments and the importance 
of showing appreciation for others. 

 We will learn about secrets and the difference between a 
secret and a worry. We will learn about what to do if some-
thing worries us. 

How can you help your child at home? 

-Talk to your child about what makes a good friend and how to 
use the Peace Pathway to solve fall outs with our friends. 

-Discuss how to look after Planet Earth and the natural world 
around us. 

-Look at family photos and discuss how your family is special. 

 We will learn the difference between things that are living, 
dead and things that have never been alive. 

 We will be learning about habitats and how certain animals are 
suited to their habitats.   

 We will describe how animals and plants depend on each other 
in their habitats and understand the difference between a habi-
tat and a microhabitat. We will create a simple food chain for a 
habitat once we understand these differences.  

How can you help your child at home? 

-Research some animals and insects and their habitats.  Go to the 
park and see if you can find any animal homes hidden around. 
Have a look under logs, in the trees and on the grass and see what 
you can find. 

-Practise using the 6 types of animal types (classification chart) to 


